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Abstract: Mobile Cloud Computing is an emerging technology that provides more facilities including scalability and integrity in resource sharing. Despite of all the types in surrounding the cloud, enterprise customers are still reluctant to deploy their business in the cloud. Cloud users also evaluate performance for decision making purposes. In this paper, we provide an overall perspective on mobile cloud evaluation and execution time of each process. The bandwidth is calculated based on the execution time while shifting from one gateway to another. Data cost should be optimally calculated. Workflow scheduling is the major key component in workflow management. The performance characteristics and cost models of clouds and other scientific computing platforms of the cloud have been calculated here, by using greedy’s algorithm.
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1. Introduction

Cloud computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the internet, the hardware and systems software in the data centers that provide those services. The services themselves have been referred to as Software as a Service (SaaS) and Some vendors use terms such as IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) and PaaS (Platform as a Service) to describe their products. In mobile cloud computing also, all these terms plays a vital role to enhance the add-on features and to upgrade the performance.

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) - This type of cloud computing distributes a full computer infrastructure via the internet. Most popular IaaS provider like Amazon Web Services(AWS) offers virtual server instances with unique IP addresses and block of storage on demand. Here customers usually use the service provider’s application program interface to start, stop, access, modify and configure their virtual servers and storage as needed. In the enterprise, cloud computing allocates services to a company to pay for only as much facility as required, and bring more flexible tools in online as soon as required.

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) - This type of cloud computing offers a product development tool or environment, that users can access and utilize via online, even in collaboration with others and hosted on the provider's infrastructure. In PaaS, developers create applications on the service provider’s platform over the internet. PaaS service providers may use Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), gateway software or website portals installed on the customer's premises. In this environment, cloud provide platform as a service.

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) - This type of cloud computing model offers users, the hardware infrastructure, the software product and interrelates with the users system through a front-end gateway or portal. Here a provider authorizes an application to clients either as a service on demand in a “pay-as-you-go” model or at no-charge by a subscription. For example, a sky drive in Hotmail. There we can save our word, power point documents and can edit them easily when we need it. It’s a best example of software as a service provided by the Hotmail as a free of cost [13].

In this paper, we describe the proposed model for estimating the cost of replacing a set of virtual machines with each user rented from a public cloud such as Amazon EC2. The term “load” is used in its classic UNIX definition, that is, the average number of executable processes over the period of time. In the following experiments, we obtained the load curves by calculating the average load over time intervals of every second. Cost should be calculated for every seconds of usage data by involving greedy’s algorithm.

Fig1.1 shows that user can use the cloud server on their gateway, while they are registering with the bandwidth scheduling agent. On account of shifting, analysis based on cost-time factors are estimated using Greedy algorithm. Based on the work load time, scheduler can calculate the data cost efficiently for every user.
A. Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly present few relevant related works reported in the literature. In Section III, we discuss some important concepts of factors influencing the proposed system model required for understanding the solution. In Section IV, we theoretically prove the algorithm with different simulations and its comparisons with previous works. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V by discussing, how this work can be extended in the future.

2. Related Work

Cloud computing is a rapidly growing area. Cloud Computing offers utility-oriented IT services to the users worldwide over the internet. Amandeep Verma and Sakshi Kausha, says that users submit their workflows along with some Quality of Service (QoS), constraints like deadline, budget, trust, reliability etc. for computation. In their concept, they consider the two constraints: deadline and budget. Deadline and Budget Distribution-Based Cost-Time Optimization (DBD-CTO) algorithm proposed the workflow scheduling algorithm that minimizes execution cost while meeting time frame for delivering results and analyze the behavior of the algorithm[1].

Alexandru Iosup & Simon Ostermann & Nezih Yigitbasi perform an empirical evaluation of the performance of four commercial cloud computing services including Amazon EC2, which is currently the largest commercial cloud that compares through trace-based simulation of the performance characteristics and cost models of clouds and other scientific computing platforms[12].

Qi Zhang, Lu Cheng and Raouf Boutaba suggests about the cloud computing infrastructure, service suppliers and users formation in resource market. They present a cost-based resource scheduling paradigm in cloud computing by leveraging market theory to schedule and compute the resources to meet user's requirements. They design an algorithm and protocol for cost-based cloud resource scheduling [10].

Ioannis A. Moschakis & Helen D. Karatza proposed a technique to use gang scheduling where a set of tasks are scheduled to execute simultaneously on a set of processors. Usually tasks are scheduled by user requirements. So, taking account of existing model, new scheduling strategies are proposed to overcome the problems of the performance unpredictability with the help of scheduling technique between user and resources [13].

Ayman g. Fayoumi develop a discrete event simulation to evaluate the performance with respect to the different load points. The performance metrics were the average waiting time inside the balance as well as the number of tasks. The performance study includes evaluating the chance of immediate serving or rejecting incoming tasks [11].

3. Simulation and Performance Analysis

3.1 Scheduling

Scheduling, whether it is located at Gateway1, Gateway2, Gateway3, is a core activity in mobile cloud computing that impacts the overall system performance and utilization. Due to the inherent dependencies between computation and data, scheduling workflow tasks is generally more difficult than scheduling for embarrassingly-parallel jobs. As stated before, most cloud scheduling approaches for workflows aim at single-shot workflow executions and only takes the account of simple constraints on time and costs. In each scheduled gateway cost can be calculated based on scheduling for every user. The model proposed, targets data-intensive workflows for continuous and incremental processing, also enforces constraints over the data communicated between tasks, while still fitting the utility paradigm. Our model implies that data must be shared via NoSQL database, which achieves better performance, scalability, and availability.

3.2 Execution Time

It specifies the maximum time a task can be on hold (without being triggered) since its last execution occurred. Considering \(0(o)\) provides the time (e.g., seconds) passed since the last execution of a task, that is dependent on the availability of data in the object container \(o\), this time constraint \(0(o)\) enforces that \(0(o) < x\)0 at any given time. Scheduling agent will calculate the start time and end time from the user, for accessing the cloud. Each and every seconds of timing should be calculated for execution of data. When content size increases, there is a shifting from one gateway to another with higher bandwidth to secure the data loss during the transmission.

3.3 Cost Model

The cost model is based on considering task complexity and dynamic price definition. Assessing task complexity regarding processing and memory requirements has been explored with various works. Regardless of the approach employed, we can determine an estimation on how long each task will take to complete, with a given capacity awarded in the node (i.e., time = task complexity /worker capacity). In the general case where the infrastructure is shared by many users and workflows, the price of executing each task is calculated depending on the resources required. Then it is pondered with the overall system load.

Usually, the cost of executing a workflow for the first time will be the sum of the cost of executing its tasks. Additionally, the interval between consecutive executions of a given task can be significant, there is no point of paying (regardless of real money or some form of credits)in according to the common cloud cost model of Virtual Machine(VM) hours of execution, as these may be idle for the majority of time.

Therefore, we implement a service where task executions are incurred only for the time of execution, plus a tax of 10% to account for the overhead of reusing resources by
switching among guest VM instances that execute different tasks, possibly from different workflows.

For every time while logging into the cloud, start time can be calculated for every seconds while using the cloud data instead of user data. Users data can be reduced based on the gateway fixed rate in which gateway the user logging in. If changing occurs to another gateway, for example, if the user logging into gateway1, the data cost reduction will be 0.001 rate per second. If data loading time exceeds more than the fixed time limit, automatically the user location changes to gateway2.

The data cost reduction time will be high than gateway1 but it reduces the loading time function. Each and every time when changing the gateway, it will take 120 kbps to transfer from one gateway to another gateway, at that time data cost reduction will happen.

Figure 3.1 shows the cost model of each user. The cost analyzer will calculate the total reduction of data cost (in terms of MB) based on under which gateway the user has logged in and how much time has been used for processing the cloud.

4. Greedy Algorithm

Based on greedy algorithm, we have proposed an algorithm which is suitable for dynamic heterogeneous resource environment connected to the scheduler through homogeneous communication environment. Greedy approach is one of the best approaches used to solve the job scheduling problem. According to the greedy’s approach - “An algorithm always makes the choice that looks best at that moment. That is, it makes a locally optimal choice in the hope that this choice will lead to a globally optimal solution”. Deadline Constrained Based algorithm is used to improve the completion time of tasks. The greedy algorithm is used with the aim of minimizing the turnaround task of individual tasks, resulting in an overall improvement of completion time.

We compared three different approaches with our algorithm: Greedy-time, Greedy-cost, and Random. Greedy-time selects the worker for each task that offers the minimum processing time at that moment. Similarly, Greedy-cost selects the worker at each step that offers the minimum processing cost. And greedy-random selects a random worker for each task.
The table 4.2 describes the gateway speed in kbps. Based on each gateways rate, data reduction for that corresponding user may be reduced in case of shifting to another gateway and also the data cost will be deducted from user on cost-time based analysis.

Table 4.2: Gateway Usage Data (cost / sec)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GATEWAY (kbps)</th>
<th>Rate /sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gateway 1 (1500)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway 2 (2000)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway 3 (3000)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3 shows the difference between greedy algorithm and proposed changes in greedy algorithm. Time calculation and cost deduction factors are estimated. Comparatively, cost factor has been minimized using the proposed algorithm.

Table 4.3: Cost-Time Based Comparative Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Simulations</th>
<th>Gateway</th>
<th>Execution Time</th>
<th>Execution cost</th>
<th>Execution Cost in proposed model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>G1</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.0515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>G2</td>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>G3</td>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>1.375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

The mobile cloud computing is internet based computing in which resources are provided to users on demand, based on users dynamic location change. Workflow scheduling focus on mapping and managing the execution of interdependent tasks on shared resources that are not directly under its control. Cost and time reduction is one of the very important concerns to build up a cloud system for mobile users. Based on the file content size, gateway shifting, file uploading time and ending time factors, the cost can be calculated. We compared three different approaches with our algorithm: Greedy-time, Greedy-cost, and Random. Using proposed greedy algorithm data cost reduction can be minimized compared to previous model. In future, analysis based on the performance in terms of server usage can be extended based on individual user mobile devices. Also various factors and simulations can be estimated for upcoming heterogeneous network.
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